
Pillow Piping
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free



Using a cutting mat, quilting ruler and rotary 
cutter, cut 2-inch strips of fabric on the bias 
(i.e. at a 45-degree angle from either the 
selvage or cut edge). Trim off pointed ends.

Place piping on pillow fabric (right side up) with 
cording side facing in and cut edges aligned. 
Sew as close as possible to cording for a clean, 
tight result. To ease piping around corners, make 
several cuts in piping’s fabric edge.

Lay other side of pillow fabric onto project, 
right sides together, with piping sandwiched 
in between. Pin together and sew, getting as 
close as possible to cording edge of piping. 
Leave a 6- to 8-inch opening.

Turn project right side out, insert pillow form,
and hand sew opening closed.

Create long strips by pinning fabric ends right 
sides together and perpendicular to each other, 
and then sewing at a 45-degree angle (A). Trim 
excess (B), and then open and iron flat (C). 

Fold fabric strips in half, place cording inside, 
and pin closed. Sew close to the cording, 
removing pins along the way. 
Tip: Use a zipper presser foot here!
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Elevate your pup-approved ottoman with oversized piping, made with 
large cording or rope. And for the rest of this cozy cushion: quilt batting, 

foam chair pads (cut into circles) and denim fabric (two circles + one 
rectangle to wrap around).

LOUNGE LOVE
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This geo-collection of color-
coordinated pillows earns its 
standout status with navy piping. 
Our trick for stitching them up 
quick is making all the piping in 
one go—any excess can be saved 
for future piping projects! 

If beautiful bedding brings sweet 
dreams, this pillow will have you 
sleeping like a baby. In addition to 
our daintily polka-dotted piping, 
we added 3 inches to each side of 
our pillow case fabric and sewed 
along the pillow form’s edges to 
set the border off.

BOLD BORDERS

FINE FINISH
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Pillow: Add piping mid-pillow by splitting your DIY’d pillow top into 
three panels—just sandwich piping between each section.

Chair: Use spare fabric to cut, pin and adjust each upholstered 
section. Then add a seam allowance and transfer your custom 

pattern to the project fabric. Sew sections together (don’t forget 
the piping!) and your chair is ready for its new outfit.

SWEET SEAT
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Look closely at our pillows and you’ll see little ridges made from sewing 
lots of 1/8-inch seams along the length of the fabric. With the cloth cut 

into unique shapes—and coordinating piping finishing things off—you’ve 
got pillows to pine for.

CACTUS CUTIE

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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